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The use of woodcuts to illustrate books concerning human anatomy
developed dUring the first half of the sixteenth century. The most famous
of these books is the De humani COrpON /abrica libri aeptBm of Andreas
Vesal1us (1514-1564) published in 1543; the illustrations in this book may
be the work of Jan Stephan van Calcar (1499-1546?). A less well·known
book, the De di8sectione partium corp0rf8 humani ZUni trea of Charles
Estienne (1504-1564), was pUblished in 1545. Althoughthe De di3aectione
was pUblished two years later than Vesallus's book, it was of a somewhat
earlier date. Charles Estienne stated in the preface of the De dusBCtione
that it was printed through one half of its third and last book by 1589,
when a lawsuit forced the printing to cease. Estlenne de La Rivt~re (d.
1569) brought this suit against Charles Estienne, and it concerned the
ownership of the book being printed. The title of the De diuectfone cred·
its La Rivt~re with the composition of figures and expositions of incisions;
the preface mentions his aid in both the drawings and in the accounts of
dissections. The suit was settled, and the De duaectione was finally pub
Ushed in IM5. A French translation was published one year later.t

The De diuectWtse contains 62 tu1l page woodcuts and 100 smaller
Woodcuts. There are 56 different tull page cuts among the 62; two are
repeated three times each, and two are repeated two times each. Book
one contains 17 (15 d1tferent) full page cub, which depict fun length
skeletons and full length male figures displaying such parts .. bones,
nerves, muscles, veins and arteries, and names of partl. Book two con
talns 31 full page cuts that depict full length male figures dl8playing the
interior parts of the trunk, neck, and head. In the thlrd book there are
ten tu1l page cuts showing a woman with her female 0l'J'8D8 expoMd,
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and it a1Io contains 100 smaller cuts that are within the body of the text.
The unalJer cub follow the text and plates that describe the female parts
and portray the eye (1Ilx), the Individual muscles (91) and a figure repre
MDting the ideal movement of the head muscles, and the spinal medulla
(two) . The smaller cuts of the muscles are keyed by number to the
repetition of four full page cuts, which are also found In book one.

Eleven of the 62 full page plates In the De dlssectione bear markings.
The flnt woodcut contalJUI a plaque, Which hangs from a bush in the
background, that bears the letters SR. The letters presumably represent
Stephanu& Rlveriua (Estienne de La Riv1~re), who was credited with con
tributing to the book. Another plate bears a small cross of Lorraine adja
cent to Its lower border. Thi8 cross has been identified as the mark of
Geoffroy Tory (1480-1633) or hie shop. Tory was an artist and typogra
pher who i& known to have been associated after 1522 with Simon de
Colines (d. 1546), publtsher of the De dlssectione and stepfather of Charles
Esttenne. The printer's mark on the title page also bears this cross. Five
plates bear a mark associated with Mercure Jollat (fl. 1530). This mark
is the symbol for the planet Mercury, and it occurs either alone or replaces
the J in Jollat followed by all or part of the surname. Four other plates
bear both the cross of Lorraine and the symbol of Jollat, and these bear
the dates 1530, 1631, 1532, and 1532. The SR appears on the first plate of
book one, the five crosses appear on plates in book one, and the symbols
for Jollat occur on plates in all three books.'

One feature makes the Illustrations in the De dlssectione unique among
early sixteenth century tllustratlons in anatomy books. Many of the full
page plates indicate that the original woodblock had been modified before
the printing of the woodcuts. A central portion of varying size was re
moved from the Woodblock, a new piece of wood inserted. and this new
piece then cut to match the original surrounding block. None of the 17
plates in book one Indicate that the woodblocks had been modified. Of
the 31 plates In book two, all but two indicate alteration. At least seven
of these have a second smaller insertion, which is not connected with the
larger Insertion and represents an anatomical part associated with the
parts depicted in the larger Inset. Of the 10 full-page plates depicting
females in the third book, eight have insets, and one of these has a second
smaller Inset.' There seems to be no record of a printing of the unaltered
woodcuts.

The original, unaltered woodcuts probably depicted anatomical figures.
Around the edges of some of the new insertions can be seen the remains
of the original Illustrations of anatomical parts.· The remains of the
original iUU8trations that appear in cuts in book two possibly indicate that
the original Illustrations depicted figures in which the skin that covered
the trunk was pulled down over the thighs and up over the shoulders.
This manner of revealing the internal parts can be seen in such illustra
tions as the woodcuts in a 1Ml edition of an anatomical treatise by Mon
dino dei Luzzi (d 1326) .' A 1557 publication, Le8 !ig1Jres et portraicts
de.t fJOrflea dv corpa ~'", Included the full page plates from the De
diaaectioM but not the text. Three additional plates were inclUded, which
8how the relation of the planets and the zodiacal signs to the different
parts of the body. However, they bear markings similar to the plates in
the De duaectioM: Two have both the CJ'088 of Lorraine, the symbol of
Jollat, and the date 1533, while the third has the cross and the date 1533.
The two frontal views of the three figures depict the internal organs of the
body With the akin removed in the same manner as the remains of the
orlglnal cuts that can be seen in the altered woodcuts of the De dtu6C,....

An EDgUah phyatc1an, Charles Ernest Kellett, has suggested that
R0880 de' Roal (1496-150'1), who came to France from Florence. was
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involved in the production of the illustrations. Kellett has shown that
some of the females depicted in book three of the De dtsaectiOM are strik
ingly similar in position to the females in a series of engravings taken
from two drawings by Rosso and 18 drawings by Perino del Vap (1500
1M1) .' Kellett has also suggested that the series of figures depicted in
bOOk two was "drawn by Rosso and based on Mondino...• There are no
identifying marks on the plates in the De dwectlofte to support these
ideas.

The exact role of Charles Estienne, Estienne de La R1vt~re, Geoffroy
Tory, Mercure Jollat, and Rosso de' Rossi in the production of the illustra
tions in the De di8secttotae is not clear; information derived from markings
on the woodcuts themselves does not solve this complex historical prob
lem. The study of the illustrations in the De dusectWne will help deter
mine the respective roles of the artist, anatomist, and pUblisher in the
important developments that occurred in anatomy during the sixteenth
century.
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